A distinctive feature of all human languages is the diverse and arbitrary nature of the sign (signi"er). This can be interpreted as stating that the mapping between signals and referents is established by convention rather than by functional constraints. This property of the sign provides for a great deal of linguistic #exibility and is a key component of symbolic communication. Game theoretic models to describe signal imitation are investigated with a view to understanding how non-arbitrary (indexical) animal-style signals might &evolve' culturally into diverse, arbitrary signs. I explore the evolutionary hypothesis that private, arbitrary signs emerge as a result of selective imitation within a socially structured population. Once arbitrary signs have emerged, they contribute towards greater assortative interactions among individuals using a shared sign system. In natural populations, the models for imitation will very often be close kin. Hence, kinship provides one mechanism for the creation of true symbols. An imitation-structured population can support many more sign systems than an equivalent non-structured population and is one in which symbols become the dominant force in assortative interactions.
Introduction
A common feature of many animal signals is that the information carried by a signal is not independent from the form of the signal. Thus, the roar of the stag deer which is energetically costly, allows rival males to attend to information which is a crucial component of male vigor (CluttonBrock & Albon, 1979) . The complexity of passerine song is a function, among other things, of the number of breeding seasons an individual has experienced. Attentive female passerines are thereby listening to a proxy for survivability, a very desirable trait in their o!spring (Catchpole, 1987) . Bright colored plumage signals good health merely because disease has a direct in#u-ence on plumage quality. Attending to plumage signals increases the chance of selecting a healthy mate (Hamilton & Zuk, 1982) . In each of these cases, the receivers have evolved to attend selectively to only those signals which reveal adaptive information.
Among many other species, signals are strongly correlated with physiological or a!ective states without the signal standing in some structural relation to its information. Many species issue alarm calls when confronted by predators which are then acted upon by local conspeci"cs. Numerous species issue a signal when ecstatic or in pain (Marler & Evans, 1996) . In these cases, reliability is less certain and must be maintained through familiarity, punishment or an awareness of the reputation of individuals.
A shared design feature among many of these animal signals is that they are largely indexical, meaning that they bear some direct relation to the object. Linguists refer to such signals as &moti-vated'. This means that signals have evolved from a response that is recognizable by all members of the population. Furthermore, the signals are highly stable through time and are produced in a reactive fashion when confronted with the appropriate stimulus. There is little or no di!erentiation between what Chomsky referred to as &&principles'' and &&parameters'' (Chomsky, 1986) or Saussure as &&langue'' and &&parole'' (Saussure, 1973) or Smith as &&message'' and &&meaning'' (Smith, 1977) .
This stands in sharp distinction to human language. Words have minimal costs of production, they are non-functionally assigned to their referents and often change form without altering their meaning (Akmajian et al., 1995) . This property of language has been termed the arbitrary nature of the sign (Saussure, 1973) . It has several implications. Firstly, any concept can be expressed with any arbitrarily chosen conventional symbols. Thereby, comprehension is not based on knowledge of symbols but knowledge of usuage. Secondly, in syntactic language, symbols can be combined to make completely contrary meanings as in the warning' &There is a Lion behind you!' and the recollection &That was a big lion'. If symbols remained motivated, the meaning of such statements would be strongly correlated, such that in both cases, the receiver might respond by #eeing. One way of restating this idea is to say that arbitrariness allows for &propositional content' whereby meaning is modi"ed by context. This statement has appeared before in the philosophical literature: &&the proposition . . . detaches the vocal sign from its immediate expressive values and establishes its supreme linguistic possibility'' (Foucault, 1994) . Finally, signals can only be understood by members of the same speech community: those who assign the same meaning to a set of words re#ecting a shared history of signal use.
In this paper, it is assumed that human language, or indeed candidate primate referential signals, evolve &culturally' from more rigid, indexical signalling systems. This is not to deny that symbols play an important role in thought (a perspective that contends linguistic symbols evolved for computational purposes (Bickerton, 1990) ), but observe that their communicative potential make them a natural analogue to those of animals. A Darwinian approach to language searches for corresponding traits (homologues) in related species, and o!ers theories for transformation of one into the other (Pinker & Bloom, 1990) . Following this logic, one important element in the evolution of a human proto-language from animal-style signals will have been a transition from indexical to variable and arbitrary signs (Deacon, 1997) . I explore the hypothesis that diverse and arbitrary signs emerge as private languages through selective imitation of social contacts. In natural populations, these contacts will arise through di!erent social structures, such as kinship networks, dominance relations, territoriality, and labor roles. In this way, kin imitation without kin selection could act as a catalyst for symbol evolution. Once private signs are in place, they may be acted on by kin selection, but this step is not treated in this paper.
In previous papers (Hurford, 1989; Nowak & Krakauer, 1999; Nowak et al., 1999) , a framework for exploring the evolution of referential signals in a proto-language has been established. It was assumed that mutual comprehension translated into biological "tness gains. Thus, those individuals best at signalling and receiving produced a greater number of o!spring, these went on to acquire the sign system of their parents. Assuming that biological "tness increases with an expanded number of referents, such a process gives rise to an unambiguous sign system. Here, I am interested in cultural "tness. Non-ambiguous sign systems evolve not as a result of augmenting biological "tness but because they are more likely to be imitated. This is explained in more detail in Section 3.
Modelling a Sign System
Consider a group of N individuals each of whom produces a number of signals. Signals transfer information about a number of &&objects'' which could include other individuals, inanimate objects, actions or events (external things that can be referred to) all of which are assumed to have equal value. Suppose there are m signals and n objects. The matrix P contains the entries p GH , which denote the probability that for a signaller, object i is associated with sound j. P is an n;m 146 D. C. KRAKAUER matrix whose rows sum to one:
The matrix Q contains the entries q HG , which denote the probability that for a receiver, sound j is associated with object i. Q is an m;n matrix whose rows sum to one:
P describes signalling, whereas Q describes comprehension. Consider two individuals that use languageş (given by P and Q ) and¸ (given by P and Q ). For an individual using¸, p GH denotes the probability of making sound j when seeing object i, whereas q HG denotes the probability of inferring object i when hearing sound j. For the individual employing¸, these probabilities are given by p GH and q HG . The degree of comprehension between sign systems is a function of¸'s ability to convey information to¸. We can calculate a mean comprehension to¸ interacting witḩ as the total amount of information that can be non-ambiguously transmitted,
Note that while each sound is always related to one or more objects by receivers in their Q matrices, the signals will often be little more than noise. This is because most distributions of signals over objects are ambiguous: many to one.
ARBITRARY AND INDEXICAL SIGNS IN P AND Q
For a given matrix P, the maximum payo! is given by
where p *H is the maximum entry in column j of the P matrix. The maximum comprehension for a P and Q pair is obtained for binary active matrices P that have at least one 1 in every column (if n*m) or in every row (if n)m), while Q is derived such that q HG "1 if p GH is the largest entry in column j of P and q HG "0 otherwise. For n"m, the maximum comprehension is obtained if P has exactly one 1 in every row and column (while every other entry is 0) and Q"P2 (Q is the transpose of the permutation matrix P). Thus, comprehension is maximized by making each signal/sign refer to a single object/referent. Consider a sign system in which the meaning of the signal has become familiar to all members of the population. Examples might be alarm calls among animals, gestural systems or pictorial signs. Among East African vervet monkeys, alarm calls are produced in response to both aerial and ground predators. The function of these calls appears to be to alert kin of imminent danger and initiate appropriate escape responses (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1981) . Ground squirrels similarly produce alarm calls in response to perceived predators (Sherman, 1985) . From the point of view of information transfer, these alarm signals are known as indexical signals as they are produced in a stereotypical context and understood by all conspeci"cs without having been learnt through a series of trials.
Selective Imitation and the Evolution of Arbitrary Signs
The cultural "tness of an individual's sign system is the probability that it is acquired by other members of the population through imitation. It is assumed that (1) individuals are disposed to imitate signals that they best comprehend and (2) issue signals in varying degrees to di!erent members of the population. The "rst assumption derives from simple associative learning whereby correct associations are rewarded, whereas the second assumption is based on empirical observations that contacts are not uniform across a population. For example, alarm calls are produced more frequently in the presence of relatives than non-relatives (Cheney & Seyfarth, 1981; Hoogland, 1983; Sherman, 1985) .
Two individuals i and j are said to belong to the same &imitation class' when r GH "r HG '0 and to di!erent imitation classes when r GH "0. The r GH values are the coe$cients of social contact among individuals and specify the probability EVOLVING PRIVATE SIGNS 147 that i produces a signal in the presence of j. The values of r GH in a biological context could be assumed to correlate positively with the coe$-cient of relatedness between i and j (Hamilton, 1964) . In such a case, selective imitation would be equivalent to the imitation of kin. Assume that there are a "xed number (N) of individuals within the population, with N G per class and v classes. Each individual j has the choice of signalling with an arbitrary sign (one whose referent must be learnt over many trials) with a probability H of signalling with an indexical sign (one whose meaning is known inately) with a probability (1! H ). The frequency of an individual sign system j is given by s H . Thus, an individual might choose to signal the presence of a particular predator using a universally understood alarm call or mark the same event by employing an arbitrary signal, with the possible outcome that it signals exclusively to a comprehending subset of the population. Another way of thinking about these two signal forms in human society, is in terms of expressions and expostulations. The same information can be transmitted through both channels: the expostulation, &&I am sad'', and the corresponding facial expression. They remain independent as each can be produced without the other. Each individual transmits and receives information through one of two channels, where increasing focus on one requires a diminution in the focus on the other. We designate as ( j, k) the probability that an individual j imitates the signals of individual k:
Thus, imitation is a function of the mean degree of comprehension of a signal weighted by the probability of a pairwise contact, plus the probability of pairwise contact. Imitation consists in acquiring the arbitrary signals of the sign system. Assuming that each language is imitated perfectly, the frequencies (s H ) of sign systems after each successive signalling event can be calculated assuming that,
We can write this in vector form as,
where S is the vector of initial frequencies of each sign system. From eqn (5), we see that is a row stochastic matrix, describing an irreducible persistent Markov chain. By the theorem of Perron}Frobenius, the largest eigenvalue of the chain is equal to 1 (Grimmet & Stirzaker, 1992) . The eigenvector associated with the unit eigenvalue speci"es the stationary distribution of the sign system. If no element of is equal to 0, for large values of N, there will be an approximately 1/N frequency of each sign system at equilibrium. In other words, when signal}object associations are not allowed to evolve; all associations are used with equal frequency in the population. For small values of N, these frequencies are dependent entirely on the initial entries in P, Q, and r. We now allow the degree of arbitrariness, the H values, to vary. Assume as an example that all individuals in the population start with random P and Q matrices. We could start with any con"guration but this choice is the most conservative. Furthermore, each individual begins by using the indexical sign system exclusively H "0, ( j"1, 2 , N). During each imitation event, the values of H are modi"ed using a random, linear operator rule:
where
and is a constant less than one to ensure local modi"cation, and X is a uniform random variable in the interval 0 and 1. The frequencies of each sign system s H are iterated according to eqn (6) and the values of H are allowed to vary during each imitation event according to eqn (7). Thus, imitation can be thought of as a non-homogeneous Markov process where the elements of vary through time. This variation arises through the random changes in the value of , signifying changes in the extent to which signals 148 FIG. 1. The evolution of the arbitrary sign. The evolution of the &arbitrariness' parameter . The sign system randomly walks between an indexical¸ingua Franca ( "0) and a set of suboptimal sign systems ( "1).
can be arbitrary. We simulate a population comprising N"20, 30, 40, 50 individuals. Each individual is able to employ up to m"5 signals to transfer information about n"5 objects. Each imitation class has an equal membership of N G "N/v. In the next few sections, we shall explore the trivial case v"1 in which the population is assumed to be fully mixed.
One observes that the probability H randomly walks in the interval 0 and 1, both of which act as re#ecting boundaries (Fig. 1) . In other words, the sign system favors neither the default indexical signal nor an arbitrary signal. As the P and Q matrices have not been permitted to change, individuals employ a random combination of suboptimal arbitrary sign systems and the innate, indexical signals.
From Index to Symbol
We now consider how imitation can lead to an increase in the mean comprehension in the population. In terms of the model, we shall allow the P and Q matrices to be modi"ed through time. We model learning as a sampling process as in Hurford (1989) and Nowak et al. (1999) . Individuals observe a relative employing signal i in connection with an object j. On the basis of this, they form an &association' matrix A which tabulates the number of discrete cases in which signals i have been used for objects j. The entries of A are nonnegative integers. The P and Q matrices can be constructed from A:
Cultural evolution of the sign system can be described by the sequence of events:
A random matrix P of individual k is sampled by j with a probability ( j, k) to form the association matrix A HR> . This is then converted into P HR> and Q HR> . This procedure is repeated forming new P, Q and H entries until the frequency distribution of sign systems reaches an absorbing state or a maximum payo! is achieved. The association matrix is constructed by sampling g times from a given P. When g is very large, this is equivalent to imitating the P faithfully. When g is equal to 1, a binary P and Q matrix pair is produced.
Consider a population of N individuals each of which belongs to a single imitation class (v"1), thereby making imitation an exclusive function of comprehension. Learning begins with H "0, ( j"1, 2 , N) and with random entries in P and Q. Individuals are able to use upto m"5 signals to refer to n"5 objects. Each round of imitation involves each receiver attending to the signals of the N!1 remaining members of the population. Imitation follows the learning scheme outlined in eqn (9). Thus, each individual tends to sample from the sign systems of those individuals it best comprehends. We are interested in the fate of the mean comprehension among all individuals within a single class y where N W is the population size of the class, The optimal level of comprehension is obtained when each signal refers to a single object. In this case, C W "1, (y"1, 2 , v). Stable, suboptimum solutions C W (1 involve a single object being referred to by more than 1 signal. The corresponding inter-class comprehension, assuming that the total population size is N, given by:
Equations (10) and (11) are used exclusively for &bookeeping' allowing us to assay the performance of the population and play no role in the imitation dynamics. Simulation of this scheme leads to the evolution of suboptimal arbitrary signs. Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of comprehension for four runs with g"5, v"1, m"n"6. The populations rapidly increase their comprehension and converge onto a number of suboptimal sign systems which are P and Q binary matrices. With the learning scheme provided by eqn (9), binary matrices always end up producing the same A matrix and thus represent absorbing states of the markov process. All individuals come to use one signal to describe a larger number of objects, and show no variation in the signals they use. Thus, learners are provided with no alternative associations to sample from and employ an identical sign system to their models however ambiguous: comprehension &freezes' onto a "xed level inde"nitely. The "nal payo!s depend largely on initial conditions in the entries and frequencies of the random P and Q matrices. The in#uence of frequency can be understood by recognizing that individuals propagate their own sign system based on how frequently they are met in addition to how well they are comprehended. As the mean cultural "tness of a sign system k is given by, class is found to have a small e!ect on the rate of increase in comprehension.
THE ERROR REQUIREMENT
In this section, the in#uence of errors on the evolution of signs is explored. Error is included in the model as a small probability of mistaking one signal for another when constructing the association matrix A. This allows binary P matrices to give rise to A matrices in which K I a( * , k)'1 thereby preventing premature "xation of suboptimal solutions. Figure 2b shows a simulation as in Fig. 2a but in this case, includes the possibility of error, where "0.01. Within a small number of iterations, the population has obtained the maximum possible level of comprehension. Error has prevented the population from converging on far from optimal sign systems.
In Fig. 2c , the mean value of is plotted, covering the 200 imitation events found to produce the optimal sign systems (corresponding to 2b) and beyond to span 2000 generations. Once again, the mean value of tends to randomly walk in the interval between 0 and 1. This is because once the optimal sign system has been "xed, there is no longer a "tness advantage derived from using arbitrary signs over the indexical signals*the signals are understood equally by all members of the population.
The extent to which error is e!ective in producing the best sign systems will be dependent on its magnitude. For a given value of N, there will be an optimal value of above and below which the sign system will fail to converge upon the maximum solution (Fig. 3) . Too high and the sign system loses &heritability' and when too low, it is unable to escape from local optima.
v'1 Imitation Classes
Assuming a population comprising a single imitation class in which contacts are imitated with a degree of error, there is only a single sign system within the population for which c W +1. Thus, all individuals refer to the same set of objects using the same set of signals. Here, the in#uence of increasing the number of classes on the diversity of the sign system is explored. Consider a population of N individuals subdivided into two classes (v"2). Individuals begin with H "0, ( j"0, 1, 2 , N) and with random entries in P and Q. As above, individuals are able to use up to m"6 signals to refer to n"6 objects. For illustrative purposes, an error rate "0.01 is employed. It is assumed that r GG "1, r GH "0.5, iOj. In Fig. 4a , the mean within class C W (y"1, 2) and interclass I comprehension are plotted as a function of the number of learning events. Both classes evolve towards the maximum level of within class comprehension (C "C +1) while retaining an intermediate level of inter-class comprehension (I+0.5). In Fig. 4b , it is assumed that r GG "1, r GH "0.1, iOj. In this case, the within class comprehension reaches its maximum whereas the inter-class comprehension remains at a relatively low level I+0.1. Thus, the probability of sampling from outside of one's class increases comprehension among more distantly related groups. In Fig. 4c , there are v"4 imitation classes and in Fig. 4d v"10, where r GG "1, r GH "0.1, iOj. In both cases within class comprehension has reached its maximum by 200 generations, while the intergroup comprehension is greater when v"10 than when v"4. The reason for this is that for a "xed number of signals m, there are fewer optimal, private sign systems available for increasing values of v (Fig. 5) . The outcome of this constraint is that a larger proportion of the population employs the same sign system. Thus, the minimum value of I"0 can be obtained whenever v(m whereas IP1/m when v<m. This merely states that when there are more imitation classes than signals, the inter-class comprehension approaches an average value determined by the number of signals.
The in#uence of multiple classes on the value of is to favor predominantly arbitrary signs. In Fig. 6 , the mean value of is plotted for 2000 learning events in which the optimum was attained within 200. In this case, systematically tends toward 1. With v'1, there is a greater probability of imitating a sign system when a smaller number of individuals comprehend a signal. This is simply because the denominator in eqn (8) will be smaller*the number of competing sign systems is reduced*favoring higher values of . The value associated with arbitrary signs is greater than the value of indexical signals. Imitation structured populations are more likely to use private, arbitrary signs and employ a greater diversity of sign systems.
In summary, the simulations demonstrate that variations in imitation-dependent signalling lead to random variations in the sign systems adopted within the population. Once these variations have been "xed, they form the basis of a more re"ned imitation strategy in which comprehension dictates imitation. Thus, the sign system evolves into the primary mechanism for identi-"cation and imitation of social contacts, supplanting the value of r. If one thinks of r relating monotonically to relatedness, then this result suggests that arbitrary signals evolve into the principal markers of kinship. Once the values of c W +1, (y"1, 2 , v.) and I;1, then the imitation probabilities speci"ed by do not require variation in the values of r GH to ensure the persistence of diversity. This can be interpreted in terms of a critical period, before which non-signalling cues (social contact) are used to recognize kin, and after which signals form the primary kin recognition mechanism. 
IMITATION FACILITATED DRIFT
By constraining the value of "0 thereby enforcing indexical communication, values of v'1 describe how sign systems which make infrequent contact can drift apart. In other words, dropping comprehension-dependent imitation leaving only contact-dependent imitation is equivalent to a contact-based imitation strategy. In Fig. 7 , the evolution of comprehension by drift, is modelled for three di!erent values of v. Sampling from frequent contacts can produce reasonably well coordinated sign systems, with levels of comprehension well above randomly generated P and Q populations. Comprehension within each class remains consistently higher than comprehension across classes. However, the sign systems never evolve to the maximum level of comprehension*signals remain forever ambiguous. Furthermore, errors in sampling are manifest as high amplitude #uctuations in mean comprehension. This pattern of divergence is analogous to parametric speciation in which panmictic populations remain connected through migration. Divergence is facilitated by restricted imitation rather than through restricted gene #ow.
Conclusions
A model for the cultural evolution of referential signs was explored in which cultural "tness was de"ned as the probability of being imitated by sympatric members of the population. It was found that errors in imitation are required for non-ambiguous sign systems to emerge through selective imitation. Individuals within a population with a constant contact probability use a single sign system. Furthermore, they continue to use a mixture of both arbitrary and indexical or innate signals. This is because once a single, arbitrary sign system has reached "xation, there is no systematic bias in contact probability. The payo!s derived from the two strategies become selectively equivalent, or neutral.
As the number of imitation classes within the population increases, so do the number of unique sign systems. This results from biases in exposure and heterogeneities in initial conditions. Private sign systems &evolve' initially as a result of sign-independent di!erences in contact probabilities. Di!erences among sign 154 systems become consolidated through sign-dependent imitation. The sign system rather than the contact probabilities becomes the primary cue for imitation. This process of increasing arbitrariness is initiated by heterogeneities in contact and subsequently ampli"ed by heterogeneities in comprehension. Private sign systems emerge as a result of imitation dynamics and not through biological kin selection.
Within a heterogeneous population, indexical signs are used rarely, as maximizing within class comprehension selects against inter-class comprehension. As the number of imitation classes increases, so do the number of sign systems. However, privacy and diversity are ultimately limited by the number of signals available to each individual.
Sign systems can diverge through a form of imitation-dependent neutral drift. This describes drift arising from imitating sign systems through increased contact probability without consideration of meaning. While this can promote diversity, it is not good at ensuring comprehension. This is because all sign systems of contacts are equally likely to be acquired. Comprehension requires some means of rewarding reduced ambiguity. In the present paper, this arises through the preferential imitation of contacts that are slightly better understood. Thus, drift is not su$cient to produce both comprehensible and diverse sign systems.
Throughout, the value of all signals was assumed to be constant. There has been no consideration of misinformation. This topic has been considered in depth in relation to signal diversity in Grassly et al. (2000) and in relation to the stability of communication in Krakauer and Lloyd (2001) . It is likely that signal honesty is maintained in large populations through some form of punishment of individuals issuing deceitful signals. Punishment is able to maintain higher levels of coordinated behaviour than merely withholding cooperation (Boyd & Richerson, 1992) . Here, we are essentially exploring the imitation dynamics of adaptive information without considering the strategic value of the information. Such considerations may prove very important in exploring the persistance of indexical signals within a single imitation class. That is why, gestures of expressions are often valued more highly than formal signals in transmitting veridical information.
In previous papers (Nowak & Krakauer, 1999; Nowak et al., 1999) , we sought to provide models for the emergence of rudimentary sign systems assuming comprehension translated into biological "tness gains. In these models, there was no distinction between indexical and arbitrary signals and no possibility for signal diversity. Thereby, all individuals converge upon a single sign system giving rise to a¸ingua Franca. Hurford (1989) found that a learning strategy based on forming an association matrix from which P and Q type matrices are derived outperformed strict imitation of P and Q. This promotes e!ective comprehension. However, in the absence of error, sign systems were unable to evolve towards maximum comprehension, and without contact bias, did not support diversity. In the present study, in which individuals interact according to the degree of exposure, sign systems across a population diversify and optimize. The total number of unique associations increases within the population without individuals having to expand their private set of associations.
PRIVATE SIGNS AMONG ANIMALS
In the animal literature, we are interested in evidence of diverse, arbitrary signs emerging through biased contact. Such a scenario is most likely to emerge through kinship. The best example of &&private signs'', although not necessarily arbitrary, are those signals used for mate recognition within a species. Distinct signals evolve as pre-zygotic isolating characters reducing the chances of forming hybrids. However, these signals are not arbitrary with respect to reference; after all they denote species membership. Referential signals would seem to require a greater cognitive input. Paradoxically, one of the most promising organisms in this regard, are honey bees. Honey bees make use of a gestural sign system to transmit information concerning the whereabouts and pro"tability of nectar resources (von Frisch, 1967) . The dance dialect can vary from one species to another. Dyer & Seeley (1991) studied the dances employed by three species of bees (Apis -orea, A. cerana, and A. dorsata) , and found di!erences that could not be explained in terms of ecological demands EVOLVING PRIVATE SIGNS made by their di!erent environments. The dialects seem to be arbitrary while remaining referential. The extent to which these re#ect &cultural' di!erences rather than genetic ones remains uncertain.
Behavioral studies have shown that sociality can be a force increasing communicative complexity, particularly among kin (Marler, 1977) ; selection acting through social interactions can be seen to modify social signals (Waser, 1982) . Blumstein & Armitage (1997) found that alarm call repertoires are more diverse among species that live in socially structured associations. These structures are de"ned in terms of the roles individuals adopt, including breeding and non-breeding individuals, subordinates, territory holders and kinship groups.
The most compelling study of &&referential''-style signals in primates is that of Seyfarth et al. (1980) on vervet monkeys, cercopithecus aethiops. Vervets employ at least three distinct, acoustic signals to inform their neighbors/conspeci"cs about the presence of snakes, eagles and leopards. Each signal when played back electronically to vervets elicits an adaptively appropriate escape response. The signals convey semantic information regarding the identity of predators. Vervet monkeys and rhesus monkeys show female philopatry in which females remain in natal groups for life whereas males disperse to unrelated groups. Cheney & Seyfarth (1981) found that vervets vary in the frequency of alarm calling according to the relatedness of their audience. In particular, reproductively successful individuals issue a greater proportion of alarm calls. As with the bees, there is some evidence that vervet populations vary in their dialects (Hauser pers. comm.) . Hauser & Marler (1993) found that among rhesus monkeys, females produced food calls at a signi"cantly higher rate than males, and that the rate of calling was positively correlated with the size of the matriline. In each of these cases, the degree of relatedness of the audience correlates with the probability of signalling. Kin signalling and imitation appears to constitute an important factor in the emergence of referential sign systems.
PRIVATE SIGNS AMONG HUMANS
Humans employ a vast range of mutually incomprehensible sign systems to refer to a common set of objects. Is there any evidence that this diversity has grown out of variations in social contacts? Dunbar (1996) has proposed that language can provide an e$cient means of establishing kinship in large populations. Evidence for this idea comes from Greenberg's (1960) extensive studies of the languages and dialects of Africa where di!erent tribes are commonly de"ned by language use. In Timbuktu, the Tuaregs and Arabs use a mixture of Songhai and other languages to maintain tribal endogamy; the sign system becomes the mechanism for recognizing relatives. A similar situation is found among the Native American languages, including Thono O'odham and Akimel O'odham spoken by groups in Arizona and Northern Mexico. These languages are in fact dialects whose primary use is as markers for tribal identity.
In summary, both animals and humans show signs of signal diversi"cation re#ecting social structure. These include kinship, territoriality and labor roles. Kinship e!ects could result from kin selection*assuming some biological "tness gains from being comprehended only by relatives*or from biased imitation, in which relatives are more often models. In the latter case, selective imitation leads to signal diversity following the lines of kinship without having to assume direct "tness returns from communication. In primates, kinship appears to have been an important force in selecting for referential signals. In contemporary human populations, language clearly re#ects social structure, but it remains unclear whether kinship has been the cause of linguistic diversity or simply an inevitable correlated of restricted contact. This paper has explored the latter scenario and shows how error-prone communication coupled with contact heterogeneity comes to favor arbitrary, private signalling. Once private channels of communication have become established, kin selection could exploit diverse sign systems to increase inclusive "tness.
